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Introduction
This year we are focusing on scripture memorization as a spiritual discipline.
We encourage you to join us in memorizing a new passage each month through
November that communicates a truth about God. This workbook can be used to
aid you in committing each month’s passage to memory through both written
and verbal repetition. Please feel free to repeat the outlined seven-day practice
until you feel confident you have it committed to memory. Once you have the
passage committed to memory, record it on your “My Memorized Passages”
sheet along with the truth it communicates about God. Over the remaining
month, print and use the meditation page to record prayers, thoughts on the
passage, or to continue to write or paraphrase the passage as you feel led. 

Modified James Method
FOR SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION

Write the scripture reference in the banner at the top of the page.
Write out the verses and scripture reference beside Day 1.
Recite the passage out loud morning (M), afternoon (A), and evening (E),
checking off the corresponding boxes.   

DAY 1:

Cover up Day 1 and rewrite the passage and reference by memory as best
you can.
Recite the passage out loud morning, afternoon, and evening by memory as
best you can, checking off the corresponding boxes. Refer back to Day 1
after recitation to see how you did. 

DAY 2:

Repeat Day 2 activities, always covering the previous days as you rewrite
the verses. Use your memory to rewrite and recite the verses and check to
see how you did by referring back to Day 1.  

DAYS 3-7:

In the evening on Day 7, paraphrase the passage in your own words. Really
let the meaning of the passage soak into your heart and mind.

DAY 7:

Over the remaining weeks, use the meditation page to record prayers,
thoughts related to the passage, or to continue to write out or paraphrase
the passage as you feel led. 

MEDITATION:
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